
METAPHYSICAL CONCEIT IN THE FLEA

In "The Flea" John Donne's speaker uses the metaphysical conceit of a flea's blood-sucking to convince a possible lover
to join him in physical (sexual) union.

He considers that it would be ridiculous now not to sleep together in reality. Metaphysical poems are lyric
poems. Both are also structured very differently and occasionally use contrasting imagery. If she kills the flea,
not only the insect has to die but she also murders him and herself, because their vital blood is within this flea.
Norton and Company, Inc. He tells her that the loss of her maidenhood is as trivial as the loss of life she
suffered from killing the flea. Page  If such a union of the suitor and his lady can be realized in the flea, then
let the flea become the entire world, so that their love can be a reality. For all my suppositions I will consult a
lot of secondary literature to prove my ideas and results. Conceits are often decorated by series of linked
metaphors and they are the figures of wit The Cambridge Companion  A John Donne Companion. Each poem
was written in the 17th century, just after the Renaissance. Concomitantly he minimizes the incident of
copulation and especially of virginity, hence mocks her coyness. Virginity, Sexuality and Seduction in
Conceits 3. The flea has bitten them both, and their bloods mix within its body. After all, why topics of love?
The exuberant absurdity of the conceit compliments the energetic theme of ardent and persistent seduction
making this a sublimely enjoyable and unusual poem. The poets seem affected and as if their uppermost aim is
to impress the people by presenting their wit. Emerging out of the Petrarchan era, metaphysical poetry brought
a whole new way of expression and imagery dealing with emotional, physical and spiritual issues of that time.
Being a metaphysical poet he exhibited many characteristics of the metaphysical poets. Cruel and sudden, hast
thou since Purpled thy nail in blood of innocence? They would use original analogies to create fitting and
insightful comparisons, usually to persuade. The description of the swelling of the insect with "one blood
made of two" is suggestive of surrogate pregnancy, a perversion of motherhood. Metaphysical poetry is
concerned with the whole experience of man. John Donne brings out and shapes this meaning through his
collaborative use of conceit, rhythm, and rhyme scheme. The poet finalizes his argument for his cause by
granting that the death of the flea is really of no consequence, as are her fears for her honor. The lady's
significance is reduced to that of a black widow spider at this point, where the poet says she is apt to kill him
after this consummation of a non-existent marriage. In 17th century England new discoveries were being made
and social customs such as men being the dominant over women still applied It is divided into three sections
whereby Marvell starts and finishes with a profane approach to time which is analogue to and bounded by
lifetime Kremen  Metaphysical Poetry and Conceits Metaphysical poetry denominates a literary movement in
the 17th century and is part of the period of Baroque, represented by Donne, Marvell and other famous poets.
Donne takes it further by adding a holy element, the union between the three. The issues are provocative; most
poems deal not with love as a feeling but with physical desires and the premarital act of love-making, some
even canonise the sexual intercourse. The poet asks his mistress to notice only this flea, to forget everything
else as he delivers his argument. Upon her smashing of his poetic world of marriage and love, the man assures
her that what she has done is of no consequence. The poems he did write were metaphorical and often
humorus poems telling the tale of religious love and sex. At last, I will summarise all my results in a
conclusion. In the beginning, Donne uses the flea as a conceit, to represent a sexual union with his significant
other Love will be materialised, which is absolutely against all English traditions of that time Seeber 


